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In this paper we give our most general p-adic Serre bound improving and
generalizing the results of [17]. Actually given the practical use of our
techniques of this paper, they have already been used to obtain a p-adic Serre
bound for exponential sums over Galois rings (see [7]).
Serre [18] has used the archimedean properties of totally positive algebraic
integers to estimate the trace of the Frobenius endomorphism n acting on the
etale cohomology (in dimension r) of a smooth projective variety defined over
F
q
, the finite field with q"pf elements:
DTr(n) D4b
2
[ 2qr@2 ]
(here b is the corresponding Betti number).
The main result of this paper combines Serre’s techniques with our im-
proved Ax—Katz estimate from [15, 16] to produce a p-adic version of Serre’s
estimate.
THEOREM 1.1. ‚et »ª" PN be a smooth projective variety defined by the
vanishing of r polynomials F
1
,2, Fr3Fq[x0,2,xN]. ‚et k be the integer
defined by
k"maxAf
N#1!+r
i/1
deg(F
i
)
max
14i4r
Mdeg(F
i
)N
, CfA
N#1!+ r
i/1
w
p
(F
i
)
max
14i4r
Mw
p
(F
i
)N BDB .201
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202 MORENO AND MORENO„hen, for i odd, each eigenvalue a of Frob
q
acting on the etale cohomology
H i
c
(»M , Ql) is divisible by pk. Consequently, Hic (»M , Ql )"0 whenever 2k’if.
Furthermore, for the trace we have
DTr(Frob
q
) D4bi
2
pk[ 2 ) qi@2p~k ] .
(Here b
i
"dimHi (»M , Ql ); for the wp (Fi); see Definition 2.2). For i even, each
eigenvalue a of Frob
q
acting on the primitive cohomology Primi(»M , Ql ) is
divisible by pk. Consequently, Primi"0 whenever 2k’if.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall the theorems
of Chevalley—Warning type and their zeta-function counterparts. In Section
3, we modify Serre’s archimedean argument to reflect the divisibility proper-
ties of the zeros and poles of ‚-functions, and we prove Theorem 1.1; in
Section 4 we briefly mention some applications of Theorem 1.1 to exponen-
tial sums; in Section 5 we give a p-adic Serre bound for complete intersec-
tions; and in Section 6 we estimate the Betti number for a complete
intersection.
The work in this paper was motivated by considerations arising from
coding theory (see [12—14, 17]), and Corollary 4.2 improves the main result of
[17] and has immediate applications for minimum distance estimates of
cyclic codes (see [17]). There is a need in the study of algebraic geometric
Goppa codes, as well as in other areas for sharp bounds to estimate the
number of rational points of complete intersections. From this practical point
of view it is essential to estimate the corresponding Betti number and this is
the motivation for Section 6.
2. p-ADIC DIVISIBILITY PROPERTIES AFTER AX—KATZ
Recall the definition of p-weight and the following theorem from
[15, 16].
DEFINITION 2.1. „he p-weight degree of a monomial xd"xd1
1
xd2
2
xdn
n
is
w
p
(xd)"p
p
(d
1
)#p
p
(d
2
)#2#p
p
(d
n
), where p
p
(d) denotes the p-weight of
the integer d; i.e., if d"a
0
#a
1
p#2#a
t
pt, 04a
i
(p, then p
p
(d)"
a
0
#a
1
#2#a
t
.
DEFINITION 2.2. „he p-weight degree of a polynomial F(x
1
,2, xn)"
+d adx
d is w
p
(F )"max
x
d
, adO0
w
p
(xd), where the maximum is taken over those
monomials that effectively appear in F with a nonzero coefficient.
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1
,2, Fr be polynomials in N#1 variables with coeffi-
cients in F
q
. ‚et w
p
(F
i
) be the p-weight degree of F
i
, and let k be
k"maxAf
N#1!+ r
i/1
deg (F
i
)
max
14i4r
Mdeg (F
i
)N
, f A
N#1!+r
i/1
w
p
(F
i
)
max
14i4r
Mw
p
(F
i
)N B B .
„hen pk divides N(F
1
"0,2, Fr"0).
We will now write the above theorem in terms of zeta-functions:
Let F
1
,2,Fr be r homogeneous polynomials of degree d1,2, dr defined
over the finite field F
q
, q"pf, in the variables x
0
, x
1
,2, xN . Let»"»(d1,2, dr)
n
be the projective variety of dimension n in PN defined by the
simultaneous vanishing of the F
i
.
Recall that the zeta-function of » is defined by
Z(t, »
n
/F
q
)"expG
=
+
s/1
Card» (F
qs
) )
ts
s H .
In certain diophantine problems, it may be necessary to assume that the
polynomials F
i
are arbitrary, i.e., not necessarily homogeneous; in this case
we denote by »
!&&
the algebraic set in AN`1 defined by the simultaneous
vanishing of the F
i
. We also denote by Card»
!&&
(F
qs
) the number of points of
AN`1(F
qs
) that lie in »
!&&
. The corresponding zeta-function is defined by
Z(t, »
!&&
/F
q
)"expG
=
+
s/1
Card»
!&&
(F
qs
) )
ts
s H .
Following Katz [11] the main results of this section are the following two.
THEOREM 2.2. ‚et
k"maxA f
N#1!+ r
i/1
deg(F
i
)
max
14i4r
Mdeg(F
i
)N
, C f A
N#1!+r
i/1
w
p
(F
i
)
max
14i4r
Mw
p
(F
i
)N BD B ,
where [x] denotes the largest integer that is 4x. „hen the reciprocal of every
zero and pole of
Z(t, »/k ) n<
i/0
(1!qit)
is of the form
pk (an algebraic integer) .
The following is a modified version of another theorem of Katz [11].
204 MORENO AND MORENOPROPOSITION 2.3. ‚et »ª"PN be a projective variety of dimension n,
defined by the vanishing of r homogeneous polynomials F
1
,2, Fr3
F
q
[x
0
,2, xN]. ‚et »!&& ª"AN`1 be its affine cone, and let k be an integer,
04k4f
N`1
. „he following statements are equivalent:
(a) „he reciprocal of every zero and pole of
Z(t, »/k) n<
i/0
(1!qit)
is of the form
pk (an algebraic integer) ;
(b) Z(t, »/F
q
) <n
i/0
(1!qit)3Z[[pkt]];
(c) For every integer s51,
Card» (F
qs
), 1
1!qs (mod psk) ;
(d) For every integer s51,
Card»
!&&
(F
qs
),0 (mod psk) .
Remark. If we assume that » is smooth, then (a) can be stated more
precisely as
(a@) For every prime lOp, every proper value of Frob
q
acting on Hi
c
(»M , Ql)
for i odd, and on Primi(»M , Ql) for i even, is of the form
pk](an algebraic integer) ;
consequently, the proper value is zero whenever 2k’if.
Proof. The most significant statement is the equivalence of (a@ ) and (d), for
which we give a proof below. Statements (b), (c), and (d) are immediate
consequences of the relation between Card»(F
qs
) and Card»
!&&
(F
qs
).
Suppose Card»
!&&
(F
qs
),0 (mod pks) for every positive s and some k. This
implies
Z (t, »
!&&
/F
q
)"expG
=
+
s/1
Card»
!&&
(F
qs
)
ts
s H
is a formal power series in Z[[pkt]]. By iterating the relation
Z(t, »/F
q
)" 1
(1!t) )
Z(qt, »/F
q
)
Z (t, »
!&&
/F
q
)
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Z (t, »/F
q
)" <
04i4n
1
1!qit ) Z
*(t, »
!&&
/F
q
) (1)
and
Z*(t, »
!&&
/F
q
)"Z (qn`1t, »/F
q
) <
04i4n
1
Z(qit, »
!&&
)
,
where, by Dwork rationality, Z (t, »/F
q
) <n
i/0
(1!qit) is a rational function,
which, as a formal power series, lies in Z[[pkt]].
If X is a smooth, complete, projective variety defined over F
q
, then
Z(t, X)"<
i
det (1!Ft, H i
c
(X, Ql ))(~1)
i`1 ,
where for each i the characteristic polynomial
P
i
(t)"det(1!Ft, H i
c
(X, Ql ))
has integer coefficients independent of l (lOp). The complex zeros a of this
polynomial (which are the complex conjugates of the eigenvalues of
Frobenius) all have absolute value DaD"qi@2. From the relation (1) above,
together with Fatou’s lemma (see Appendix), we obtain that for i even
(1!qi@2t) divides P
i
(t). Furthermore, all the zeros of the quotient
Q
i
(t)" Pi(t)
(1!qi@2t)
have the form
pk](an algebraic integer) . (2)
This reflects the fact that for i even
H i
c
(»M , Ql )"Ql(i/2)=Primi(»M , Ql) ,
where Ql(i/2) is acted on by Frobq
by multiplication by qi@2. Now, by
Deligne’s theorem, the absolute value of each root a of Q
i
(t) is DaD"qi@2. If we
combine (2) above with this, we obtain
a"pk )b .
Now suppose that a is of degree d. Then, by taking the norm N"N
K@Q
from K"Q(a) down to Q, we obtain N (a)"N(pkb)"pdkN(b). From
206 MORENO AND MORENODN(a) D"qdi@2 and DN (b) D51, because b is an algebraic integer, we obtain
pdk D qdi@2 .
This implies that if52k; that is, Primi (»M , Ql )"0 whenever 2k’if. For
i odd, a similar argument shows that Hi
c
(»M , Ql)"0 whenever 2k’if.
In Section 3, we will demonstrate that the above proposition holds for k, as
in Theorem 2.2. This should be clear from Theorem 2.2.
3. A p-ADIC SERRE BOUND FOR PROJECTIVE VARIETIES
Serre’s bound. Let q"pf and f be odd, let a
1
,2, a2b be algebraic inte-
gers, and
‚(„ )"(1!a
1
„ )2(1!a
2b
„ )
"1#A
1
„#2#A
2b
„2b , A
i
integers .
Assume that Da
i
D"pf@2, then
DS
1
D"Da
1
#2#a
2b
D4b[2pf@2].
Remark. Notice that when f is even pf@2 is an integer and our bound gives
no improvement. Now use that the product of all the a
i
’s is an integer and
Da
i
D"pf@2 ( f odd) to obtain that either:
1. a is complex and aOaN are roots, or
2. a is real, a"$pf@2, and roots occur in pairs of the type (a, !a).
The following lemma is the basis for our p-adic Serre bound.
LEMMA 3.1. …ith notations as above, suppose that
(pk)i DA
i
, 0(i42b .
„hen,
DS
1
D4b ) pk[2 )Jq ) p~k ] .
Proof. The roots a
1
, aN
1
,2, ab , aN b of ‚ („ ) are algebraic integers. From the
hypothesis, we have A
i
"(pk)iA@
i
, 04i42b, where the A@
i
are ordinary
rational integers. We thus have
‚ („ )"1#A
1
„#2#A
2b
„2b
"1#A@
1
(pk„ )#2#A@
2b
(pk„ )2b
"1#A@
1
„*#2#A@
2b
(„*)2b ,
A p-ADIC SERRE BOUND 207where „*"pk„. Now the polynomial
‚*(„* )"(1!b
1
„* ) (1!bM
1
„* )2(1!b
b
„*) (1!bM
b
„*)
has integer coefficients and each
b
i
"a
i
/pk
is an algebraic integer of absolute value Jq /pk. Following the technique of
Serre [18], we let
m"[2 )Jq ) p~k ]
and define real numbers
x
i
"m#1#b
i
#bM
i
, 14i4b .
Each x
i
is clearly positive and
x
1
#x
2
#2#x
b
b
5A
b
<
i/1
x
iB
1@b51 ,
since the product must be a positive integer. The substitution of the values of
the x
i
in the last inequality yields the desired inequality. This proves the
lemma.
We are now ready to prove our main result.
THEOREM 1.1. ‚et »ª"PN be a smooth projective variety defined by the
vanishing of r polynomials F
1
,2,Fr3Fq[x0,2, xN]. ‚et k be the integer
defined by
k"maxA f
N#1!+r
i/1deg(Fi
)
max
14i4r
Mdeg(F
i
)N
, Cf A
N#1!+r
i/1
w
p
(F
i
)
max
14i4r
Mw
p
(F
i
)N BDB .
„hen, for i odd, each eigenvalue a of Frob
q
, acting on the etale cohomology
Hi
c
(»M , Ql ), is divisible by pk. Consequently, Hic (»M , Ql )"0 whenever 2k’if.
Furthermore, for the trace we have
DTr(Frob
q
) D4bi
2
pk[2 ) qi@2p~k ] .
(Here b
i
"dimHi (»M , Ql ); for the wp(Fi ) see Definition 2.2). For i even, each
eigenvalue a of Frob
q
acting on the primitive cohomology Primi(»M , Ql ) is
divisible by pk. Consequently, Primi"0 whenever 2k’if.
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and the p-adic Serre bound of Lemma 3.1 in this section.
4. p-ADIC SERRE BOUND FOR EXPONENTIAL SUMS
In view of their applications to error-correcting codes, some very interest-
ing consequences of our result of the last section are those that improve the
estimates of trigonometric sums. For notations and a review of Artin—Schreir
coverings and L-functions see [17].
The main result of this section is Theorem 4.1 below, whose proof uses
Lemma 3.1 and strengthens the theorem of Deligne [2, Section 8]. Let Q be
a polynomial in n variables and of degree d over F
q
; let Q
d
be the homogene-
ous part of degree d; and let
(: F`
q
PC]
be a nontrivial additive character.
Suppose that
1. d is relatively prime to p;
2. The hypersurface H
0
in Pn~1
Fq
defined by Q is smooth. Consider the sum
S" +
x
1
,2 ,xn3Fq
( (Q (x
1
,2 , xn )).
Note that by replacing Q by Q times a scalar, one may suppose that
( (x)"exp(2niTr
Fq @Fp
(x)/p) .
Therefore, the sum S is an integer in the cyclotomic extension k"Q(e2ni@p).
THEOREM 4.1. …ith notations and assumptions as above, we have
KTracek@Q S K412 (p!1) (d!1)npk[ 2qn@2p~k] ,
where k"[nf/s] and where s is the p-weight degree of Q.
Remark. Notice that in Theorem 4.1 we are taking the trace of all the
characters. This ensures that the polynomial to which we apply Lemma 3.1 is
the numerator of the zeta-function of the Artin—Schreir covering (see [17]),
and it has integer coefficients.
A p-ADIC SERRE BOUND 209In the case of characteristic 2, where d has to be odd, we obtain the
following useful result.
COROLLARY 4.1. ‚et F
q
be a finite field of even characteristic. If Q is
a polynomial of odd degree whose homogeneous part of degree d is nonsingular,
then
K +x
1
,2 ,xn3Fq
(!1)T3Q(x1,2 ,xn) K412 (d!1)n2k[2qn@22~k] .
If we apply Lemma 3.1 and the divisibility given in [13], then the proofs of
the theorem and corollary above, as well as Theorem 4.2 and the corollary,
are straightforward and need not be included.
In the case where Q is a polynomial in just one variable, then we do not
need assumptions 1 and 2 above (if we assume that Tr[Q(b)]O0 for all
b3F
q
) in order to obtain the following.
THEOREM 4.2. …ith notations as above, we have
DTrace
k@Q
S D41
2
(p!1) (d!1)pk[ 2qn@2p~k ] ,
where k"[ f /s] and s is the p-weight degree of Q.
COROLLARY 4.2. ‚et F
q
be a finite field of even characteristic. …ith nota-
tions as in „heorem 4.2 if Q is a polynomial in just one variable, then
K +x
1
,2 , xn3Fq
(!1)T3Q(x) K412(d!1)n2k[2qn@22~k] .
Remark. The above theorem also provides an improved Serre’s bound
estimate for covering curves, i.e., for curves yp!y"Q(x). Also note that in
even characteristic, just as in Corollary 4.2, we obtain (Trace
K@Q
S ) as just one
character. This gives the promised improvement by a factor of 2 over the
main result of [17].
5. p-ADIC SERRE BOUNDS FOR COMPLETE INTERSECTIONS
Let F(d1),2, F(dr) be r nonsingular hypersurfaces of degree d1,2, dr defined
over F
q
. The variety »,
»d1,2 , dr
n
"F(d1)W2WF(dr) ,
210 MORENO AND MORENOin projective space P4n`r defines a complete intersection, which we suppose is
nonsingular. The zeta-function of » over F
q
is
Z(t, » )"expA
=
+
s/1
N
s
ts
s B ,
where N
s
denotes the number of points on » that are rational over the
extension F
qs
of degree s over F
q
. Dwork [5] proved that Z(t, » ) is a rational
function of t. In fact, the cohomological considerations of Grothendieck and
Deligne yield the representation
Z(t, » )" P (t)(~1)
n`1
<n
i/0
(i!qit) ,
where P (t) is a polynomial of known degree B
v
, the middle nontrivial Betti
number of the variety ». (b"degP"B
v
if n is odd, b"degP"B
v
!1
otherwise.)
This implies the Diophantine statement
N
1
"1#q#2#qn!(!1)n`1(a
1
#2#a
b
) ,
where the a
i
are the roots of P(t). The above estimate is the first surprising
consequence of Deligne’s proof of the Weil conjectures, which in this case
imply that all the a
i
have absolute value Da
i
D"qn@2. An immediate conse-
quence of this is the very useful estimate
DN
1
!(1#q#2#qn) D4bqn@2 .
In this paper, we show how one can use the known formulas for B
v
and our
p-adic bound presented in Section 3 to obtain an improved estimate for the
error term.
Let »"»(d1,2 , dr)
n
be a smooth complete intersection of dimension n in
Pn`r and multidegree (d
1
,2 , dr) defined over the finite field Fq . Let b@ be the
nth Betti number of a complete intersection of the same multidegree and
dimension defined over the complex numbers. Put b"b@ if n is odd and
b"b@!1 if n is even. In [2, Weil I, Section 8], Deligne proved
Dd»(F
q
)!dPn(F
q
) D4bqn@2 .
Using Lemma 3.1, for complete intersections, we obtain the following.
COROLLARY 5.1. ‚et »ª"Pn be a smooth complete intersection defined
over F
q
. „hen, with notations as above, we have
Dd»(F
q
)!dPn(F
q
) D4b
2
pk[ 2qn@2p~k ] .
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n
in Pn`1 of dimension n and degree d
(see Remark 1 in Section 6), we have the result.
COROLLARY 5.2. Dd» (d)
n
!dPn (F
q
) D4(pk/2d ) M(d!1)n~1#(!1)n`1
(d!1)N[ 2qn@2p~k ] .
Using the results of Deligne [1, p. 244], we also derive the following result.
COROLLARY 5.3. ‚et R be a discrete valuation ring of characteristic 0,
residue class field F
q
, and field quotients K. ‚et » be a smooth projective variety
of dimension 2m#2. ‚et »
0
(resp. »
K
) be the special (resp. general) fibre. If the
Hodge level of the primitive cohomology of any smooth hyperplane section H of
»
K
is 41, then the trace of Frobenius acting on the group is
H"Coker(H2m`1(»
0
, Z
l
)PH2m`1(H
0
, Z
l
)) ,
for any smooth hyperplane section H
0
of »
0
satisfies
DTr(Frob
q
) D4dimH
2
qn[ 2Jq ] .
This improves the estimate of Serre [18].
6. EULER-POINCARE¨ CHARACTERISTICS
There is a need in the study of algebraic geometric Goppa codes, as well as
in other areas, for sharp bounds to estimate the number of rational points of
complete intersections. From this practical point of view it is essential to
estimate the corresponding Betti number and this is the motivation for
Section 6.
Let F(d1),2, F(dr) be r nonsingular hypersurfaces of degrees d1,2, dr
in complex projective space Pn`r(C). The intersection »
n
"»(d1,2,dr )
n
"
F(d1)W2WF(dr) is an algebraic variety of dimension n if the hypersurfaces
F(d1),2, F(dr) are in general position. The problem is to calculate the
Euler—Poincare´ characteristicX(»
n
) of the variety »
n
. We will show that this
depends only on the integers d
1
,2, dr , n and not on the particular choice of
the hypersurfaces.
Let H be the divisor class of a hyperplane Pn`r~1(C) in Pn`r (C) and let
h3H2 (Pn`r (C), Z) be the corresponding cohomology class. Under the em-
bedding j :»
n
PPn`r(C), we have a mapping j* :H2 (Pn`r(C), Z)PH2 (»
n
, Z),
and we put
hI "j*H .
212 MORENO AND MORENOIn the following, we consider hI as an element of the cohomology ring
H* (»
n
, Q). We recall that the Euler—Poincare´ characteristic of a compact
complex manifold »
n
of dimension n is the alternating sum
X(»
n
)" +
r50
(!1)r dim
C
Hr(»
n
, C) .
DEFINITION 6.1. „he chern classes c
i
(»
n
)3H2i (»
n
, Z) of the variety »
n
are
the chern classes of the tangent bundle „ (»
n
) of »
n
. „he total chern class of »
n
is
the formal sum
c(„ (»
n
))" n+
i/1
c
i
(»
n
) .
For this and other related matters, the reader may consult Hirzebruch
[8, p. 68, 58].
We draw on the following well-known result from obstruction theory.
THEOREM 6.1 [8, p. 70]. ‚et »
n
be a compact almost complex manifold and
c
n
(»
n
)3H2n(», Z) be the nth chern class of »
n
. „he natural orientation of
»
n
defines an integer c
n
[»
n
] that is equal to the Euler—Poincare´ characteristic
X(»
n
) of »
n
.
The most important property of the characteristic class hI that we will use is
that its value on the top cycle [»
n
] is
hI [»
n
]"d
1
d
2
2d
r
,
the degree of the complete intersection »
n
.
After these preliminaries, we are in a position to calculate the Euler—
Poincare´ characteristic of »
n
. We first recall a result of Hirzebruch [8, p. 159]:
The total chern class of the complete intersection »
n
"»(d1,2 , dr )
n
is
c(„ (»
n
))"(1#hI )n`r`1 r<
i/1
1
1#d
i
hI
.
To derive X(»
n
), we formally expand c („(»
n
)) in the cohomology ring
H* (»
n
, Q) in a power series in hI and observe that
X(»
n
)"hI [»
n
]](coefficient of hI n in c („ (»
n
)))
If we assume that the integers d
1
,2, dr are all distinct, our principal result
is the following:
A p-ADIC SERRE BOUND 213PROPOSITION 6.2. …ith assumptions and notation as above, the degree of
the polynomial P (t) is given by the formula
r
+
i/1
c(i)G(di!1)n`r`1# +
04j4r
A
n#r#1
n#r#1!jB (!1)n`1`j(di)jH#(!1)n`1(n#1),
where the coefficient c(i) is defined by
c(i)"1
d
i
r
<
j/1
jO1
d
j
d
j
!d
i
.
REMARK 1. The special case of one hypersurface of degree d
1
coincides
with the formula given by Dwork [5, p. 53]:
degP" 1
d
1
M(d
1
!1)n`2#(!1)n`2(d
1
!1)N .
Proof of the Proposition. The principal tool in the calculation will be the
following formal partial fraction decomposition in the cohomology ring
H* (»
n
, Q).
LEMMA 6.1. If hI is the cohomology class of a hypersurface section of »
n
, and
the integers d
1
, d
2
,2, dr are all distinct, then
1
(1#d
1
hI )(1#d
2
hI )2(1#d
r
hI )
" r+
i/1
c*
i
(d
1
,2, dr)
1
1#d
i
hI
, (3)
where
c*
i
(d
1
,2, dr)"
r
<
j/1
jOi
1
1!d
j
/d
i
.
Proof. We can look at the right-hand side of (3) as the partial fraction
decomposition of the left-hand side. The question now is one of evaluating
c*
i
(d
1
,2, dr). Now if we multiply both sides of (3) by the denominator of the
left-hand side, which we denote DhI "(1#d
1
hI )2(1#d
r
hI ) we have
1" r+
i/1
c*
i
(d
1
,2, dr)
D(hI )
1#d
i
hI
.
Now,
D(hI )
1#d
j
hI
"0 for hI "!1
d
i
214 MORENO AND MORENOwhenever jOi, j"1, 2,2, r. Then c*i (d1,2, dr )D(!1/ai)"1 for i"1,2, r
and this proves the result.
The partial fraction decomposition above reduces the proof of the proposi-
tion to the calculation of the coefficient of un in the MacLaurin expansion of
the fraction
f (u)"(1#u)n`r`1 ) 1
1#d
i
u
.
This is easily obtained by expanding
f (u)"n`r`1+
k/0
A
n#r#1
k B uk )
=
+
h/0
(!d
i
)huh
" =+
H/0
G
n`1
+
k/0
=
+
l/0
l`k/H
A
n#r#1
k B (!di )lH uH
" =+
H/0
G +
04k4H
A
n#r#1
k B (!di)H~kH uH .
The coefficient of un in f (u) is given by
+
04k4n
A
n#r#1
k B (!di )n~k .
We can rewrite this in the slightly simpler form
+
04k4n
A
n#r#1
k B (!di )n~k"
1
(!d
i
)r`1
+
04k4n
A
n#r#1
k B (!di )n`r`1~k
" 1
(!d
i
)r`1 G(1!di )n`r`1! +
n:k4n`r`1
A
n#r#1
k B (!di )n`r`1~kH
" 1
(!d
i
)r`1 G(!1)n`r`1(di!1)n`r`1! +
04j4r
A
n#r#1
n#r#1!jB (!di) jH .
If we now multiply c*(i) by
d
1
) d
2
2d
r
(!d
i
)r`1
A p-ADIC SERRE BOUND 215and simplify, we obtain
c(i)"c* (i) d12dr
(!d
i
)r`1
"(!1)r`1
d
i
r
<
j/1
jO1
d
j
d
j
!d
i
.
To complete the proposition, we apply the fact that, when n is even, the
zeta-function of »
n
is
Z(t, »
n
)" 1
(1!t) (1!qt)2(1!qnt)P (t) ;
i.e., only the even-dimensional cohomology groups H2i(»
n
, Ql) are nonzero
and all groups are of dimension 1, except for the middle one for which
dimHn (»
n
, Ql)"1#degP(t). The Euler—Poincare´ characteristic is, therefore,
X(»
n
)"n#1#degP (t) .
When n is odd, the zeta-function of »
n
is
Z(t, » )" P (t)
(1!t)(1!tq)2(1!tqn) .
In this case, all even-dimensional cohomology groups are one-dimensional
and the Euler—Poincare´ characteristic of » is
X (»
n
)"n#1!degP(t) .
Therefore degP(t)"(!1)n(X (»
n
)!(n#1)), and the expression obtained
above for X(»
n
) yields the desired result for degP (t).
APPENDIX: FATOU’S LEMMA
Let K be a number field, R be its ring of algebraic integers, and R[[t]] be
the ring of power series in one variable with coefficients in R. Let ‚ be a finite
extension of K and ‚[t] the ring of polynomials with coefficients in ‚. In the
body of the paper we have used the following p-adic version of Fatou’s
lemma.
216 MORENO AND MORENOLEMMA. If H3R[[t]], and f and g are relatively prime elements in ‚[t],
such that
H"f /g ,
then, aside from a common factor in ‚, f and g lie in R[t]. Furthermore (after
removal of the common factor), g(0)"$1. In particular, if H(0)"1 then
f (0)"$1.
The proof of this version which is slightly more general than that of Dwork
[4, p. 131] follows along the same lines.
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